and did not unravel any new features of the staurolite structure. Instead, the X-ray structure was confirmed. In the future, procedures can be refined and become more routine as the method is applied to other examples with known structure to test the reliability and to unknowns.
model is that a domain statistic is used instead of a cell statistic and that the domain-length distribution can be chosen independently from the domain-type stacking. A recursive relation is derived for the correlations between the domains and a double recursive algorithm, not reducible to a simpler one, is obtained as solution. The algorithm developed here is referred to as the domain matrix method. Results and applications of the new approach are discussed.
Introduction
Until now, the calculation of reflection profiles for one-dimensionally disordered structures has been restricted to two main approaches. These are, firstly, the matrix method and, secondly, a numerical calculation of the Patterson function in a domain model. Both methods have their specific advantages and applications. The matrix or Markov-chain method is well suited for systems that can be described with one or a few short-range order parameters. Its main advantage is the analytic solution showing the relationship of peak positions and widths with the statistical parameters of the model. The matrix method, however, becomes cumbersome for domain distributions that correspond to higher-order Markov chains or non-Markov chains.
The numerical calculation of the correlation function and the reflection profile, on the other hand, has the advantage that more general distributions can be handled, but the relation between the statistical parameters of the system and the reflection profile is not analytically given and tedious model calculations are required. Solutions published until now have been only for special cases.
In this paper we derive a general calculation scheme that is practically applicable to all kinds of domain distributions and includes domains differing in structure and lattice orientation. The main advantage of the method is that the lengths of the domains can be chosen independently from their stacking. The calculation combines the matrix method with the numerical calculation of the Patterson function by introducing domain sequence probabilities and an iteration scheme for the numerical calculation of the sequence probabilities.
The first solutions of the diffraction problem for one-dimensionally disordered structures go back to Landau (1937) and Lifschitz (1937) , Wilson (1942) and Hendricks & Teller (1942) . A general profilecalculation scheme based on these sources was developed by Jagodzinski (1949) and later by Kakinoki & Komura (1952 , 1954 , 1965 , who, in conjunction with Jagodzinski, introduced the name 'matrix method' (MM). Since then, the MM has been studied quite extensively. Applications to crystallographic problems have been given by many authors in the last decades. For a recent overview see, for example, Jagodzinski (1987) and Jagodzinski & Frey (1992) . The conceptual foundation of the MM has also been established by Welberry (1985) , who studied very general disorder problems using that approach. More recently, Seul & Torney (1989) extended the matrix method to systems with nonstationary transition probabilities. This approach is related to our method since it extends the near-neighbour correlations to more general domain distributions yet is restricted to the special case of a layer stacking with only two different spacings.
Besides bulk distribution problems, the disordering of surfaces has also been studied by the MM. Jagodzinski, Moritz & Wolf (1978) extended the method to include multiple scattering effects for lowenergy electron diffraction from disordered or rough surfaces. Disorder models for steps at surfaces (stepterrace structures) have been develpped by Lu & Lagally (1982) , Pimbley & Lu (1984 , 1985a , Presicci & Lu (1984) , Pimbley, Lu & Wang (1985) , Fenter & Lu (1985) and Lent & Cohen (1984) . The most general work/is that of Pukite, Lent & Cohen (1985) , who described the profiles for stepped surfaces with a varying terrace distribution.
Some of these examples already show that, besides simple Markov processes, more complicated nonMarkov processes may enter in the general description of disorder. This is in general the case for nonequilibrium structures, lamellar exsolution processes and (imperfectly) modulated structures. For such cases, the calculation of the intensity distribution in reciprocal space for a given distribution function of defects has been described by Hosemann & Bagchi (1962) (paracrystal model). Houston & Park (1970 , 1971 extended this method to describe antiphase domains in adsorbate layers on surfaces. They used a numerical method and an approximation in the averaging process. A direct calculation of the Patterson function for the case of random stacking faults has been given by Cowley (1976) and Cowley & Au (1978) , which in this case leads to an analytic formula for the reflection profile. Recently, Neder, Frey & Schulz (1990) developed a calculation for threedimensional disordered structures using a quite general model of disorder (microdomain model). The most general approach, until now, to one-dimensionally disordered domain structures is due to Adlhart (1981) , who used a cyclic sequence of domains without limitations for the domain distributions. It is the main goal of this paper to deal with such nonMarkov models for one-dimensional disorder and to calculate the intensity distribution in reciprocal space by a quite general scheme.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In § 1 we briefly describe the MM by using cell statistics. In § 2 we develop the domain matrix method (DMM) by going from cell to domain statistics. In §3 we discuss the advantages of the DMM for 'domain-disordered' structures. In § 4 we demonstrate the applicability of the new calculation scheme and discuss the results of some two-dimensional model calculations. In the Appendix we outline the correlation-reduction scheme used in the calculation procedure of § 2.
The matrix method
The basic idea of the matrix method is that defects occur independently in a chain (leading to a simple Markov chain) or that defects interact only locally (which gives a higher-order Markov chain). The MM can thus be looked upon as a stochastic process. Indeed it is the simplest among such processes: a Markov process of finite order. Correspondingly, the basic physical property of the MM is the geometrical correlation function, which simply is an effect of multiplying transfer probabilities. The consequence of this exponential decay of the correlation is that the reflection profiles in the MM are always Lorentzians or sums of Lorentzians.
We briefly review the MM to elucidate the relation to the domain statistics introduced in § 2. We start with an N x N correlation matrix P = P,.n whose elements Pmn give the conditional probabilities for the event 'configuration m follows configuration n' given the configuration n at some point on the chain. Let p, be the probability for configuration n alone and pm,(l) the conditional probability of configuration m being followed by configuration n at a distance l provided the configuration n is given at some fixed point on the chain. We thus get the socalled a priori (p,) and a posteriori probabilities [Pm, =p,.n(1)] as introduced by Jagodzinski (1949) and Kakinoki & Komura (1952) and which, respectively, correspond to the stationary and the transfer probabilities in the theory of stochastic processes (see, for example, Iosifescu, 1980; Iranpour & Chacon, 1988) . Now with the joint probabilities P(m, n, 1), which give the probabilities for two configurations m and n at distance l, we get a set of equations: (m, n, l)=p,.p,n,,(l)=p,,p,,,(-l) =P(n,m,-l The intensity is now (Wilson, 1942; Jagodzinski, 1949) N--1
where a is the cell constant, l is the cell index and k is the projection of the scattering vector onto the disorder direction. If P' (with entries p',) is diagonalizable, a simple procedure gives
(1.9) and the final result is obtained from this by forming a geometric series. Ignoring finite size effects, it reads (Jagodzinski, 1949; Jagodzinski, Moritz & Wolf, 1978) The coefficients Ai and Bi are determined by the complex components of a third-rank tensor Cm,,~: ,,,,,Fm(k) The diffracted intensity is thus determined by the coefficients p~ and q~, which, respectively, are the moduli and phases of the eigenvalues of the phaseextended matrix '
A' = p, exp (iq~,) with det (A'E -P') = 0. (1.12)
Following Jagodzinski (1949) , (1.8) can be readily interpreted. The total profile of the (Markov) disordered structure is a sum of symmetric contributions having approximately a Lorentzian shape with amplitudes A~, which can be considered as generalized structure factors. In addition, asymmetric contributions (the Bi terms) occur. Each single profile comes from one eigenvalue of the phase-extended correlation matrix P', which is now a function of the diffraction condition. The widths (p~) and positions (q~) of all single profiles are determined by the moduli and phases of the eigenvalues A~ of P'. We may note, however, that the calculation scheme by diagonalization only works if the fight and left eigenvectors of P'(k) are identical. This is the case if, for example, P' (as a function of the scattering vector k) always remains symmetric or unitary. In general, however, this is not the case and, consequently, additional terms may arise in (1.9). For the special case of an unsymmetrically occupied four-layer model (with a 4 x 4 matrix P), these additional (diffuse) terms have been calculated by Kakinoki & Komura (1952) .
The MM can also be generalized to higher dimensions giving a higher-rank tensor formalism (Pimbley & Lu, 1985a, b) . This generalization, however, is nontrivial and plagued by the problem of getting a high number of correlation terms. A correct result is then difficult to obtain and so far has only been found for special cases. Study is usually restricted to either a 'scaling' (self-similarity) or the 'factorization limit' (where both disorder directions are modelled independently and the two-dimensional Markov chain is a product of two independent onedimensional chains).
The domain matrix method
In § 1 we have seen that the matrix method works as a Markov model that is exactly solvable by a diagonalization procedure. We now go over to domain statistics and replace the occupation of cells by the occupation of domains of a statistical variable length. Formally, we can now write
which means that we 'blow up' our set of statistical parameters (observables) from cell-occupation (pn) to domain-occupation factors (p~ for a domain of type a) and domain-length distribution functions [ v,~ (n) for a type a domain].
A pictorial representation of the new model is given in Fig. 1 . Additional disorder parameters are now the domain-length distribution functions. As Fig. 1 shows, we now have lost the positional information of the kth domain because, given the first domain, the kth begins at some a priori unknown coordinate rk. rk is now a function of the lengths of the domains between domain 1 and domain k. This is in contrast to cell statistics where the kth cell always begins at Xk = ka. We thus see that domain statistics differs significantly from cell statistics. The difference has essentially two effects. Firstly, we do not now necessarily start from a fixed mean lattice. Secondly, as the outcome will show, the solution becomes doubled instead of simply recursive. Now (see Fig. 1 ) let the whole structure consist of K domains where the kth domain consists of nk cells with structure factors Fk. To every domain k one domain type a is assigned and the structure factor Fk depends only on the type of the considered domain: Fk = F~ for some k, a. Here we assume that the whole structure is stacked from domains of a finite number of types, the types being of varying lengths and following one another with given transition probabilities. No assumptions have been made about the lattice constants within the domains or about the distance vectors between domains. In the case of a rough surface, as will be discussed below, there may No overall (global) lattice is assumed; each domain can have its own (local) lattice. The spacing, orientation, point group etc. may differ from domain to domain. Statistical parameters are the type a priori probability p~, the type a posteriori probability p~ and the type length-distribution function v~ (n). For further details, refer to text ( § 2). exist flat terraces separated by steps of different height and regularly stepped faces'with varying mean orientation.
The lengths of the domains of type a are now described by a set of domain-length distribution func'-tions V~,(nk) that depend only on the types of the domains: V,~(nk) = v,~(n) . The sequence of neighbouring domains is described by a correlation (transfer) matrix p,,~, which we postulate to depend only on domain types as well. Note here the difference between domain-type transfer (p,~) and cell-transfer (Pro,) statistics ( § 1). In the domain-type transfer probability, as described here, interactions between neighbouring domains are considered, allowing, for example, exclusions in the domain sequence; the length of the domains, however, can vary. In cell statistics, all cells have the same (unit) length.
The calculation is now performed by a rigorous statistical treatment of all pairwise interference terms. For this we construct the autocorrelation (Patterson) function: P(r) = p(r) * p(-r), which gives all contributions within single-scattering (kinematical) theory. In the following, * denotes convolution and the scattering vector is denoted k. Now let pk(r) denote the density function of one cell within the lattice of the kth domain. The electron density in the kth domain is then
where 6 is the Dirac delta function and the Patterson function of the whole structure is
Now the kth domain Dk is of some type a. We therefore can alternatively sum up (2.2) over domain types,
Here we have used the fact that pk(r)= p,~(r) if the kth domain is of type a. The symbol k-~ a means k provided the type of k is a.
Next we introduce joint probability densities and make use of the mathematical identity
The (domain) joint probability densities can now be expressed by our model, which allows only influences between neighbouring domains. We use the (homogeneous) Markov-chain domain-type statistics,
properties for independent of k (2.5) and the reciprocity conditions where we have dropped the r arguments in the first terms and have defined p~(r) = p~(-r). After Fourier transformation we get the intensity as
with the self-domain (or zero boundary, I = O) term
Ot n x FoD(n, n, a, a, 0; k) (2.8a) and the distinct-domain (or nonzero boundary, 1 > 0) term (m, n, t~, o~', l; k) x (FDa(m, n, ~, ~', l; k))kl~m , vct(m)vct,(n)Foo(n, m, or', or, l; We see that we get a constricted average (.. ")kl ~,,, as a result of summing up domain types (instead of domains) in (2.3). The restriction originates from the fact that a pair of non-neighbouring domains is correlated with all pairs of neighbouring domains (of other types) via the domain transfer matrix. The logical step from (2.7) to (2.8)/(2.9) is worked out in Lemma 1 of the Appendix. Equation (2.8) should be compared with the more familiar result for a cell statistic (L>> 1 cells)
Let us briefly discuss the meaning of the domaindomain and the domain-distance term. FDD is the cross term of a pair of domains of given types a and a'-provided both domains begin at the same point in real space. However, since the two domains are shifted, a second term, FDa, arises that allows for this shifting.
The total diffracted intensity is now the sum of (2.8a) and (2.8b). Compactly written and after a little calculation, it reads (with the simplified notation I ct for I c tin) (m, n, or, a, x (FoB(m, n, a, a', l; k))kl ct ].
or' (2.10)
With (2.10) we have now derived a closed-form solution for the diffracted intensity of an array of onedimensionally arranged domains in its most general form. As already mentioned, the' main advantage of this solution is that the domain-length distributions v~,(n) are entirely decoupled from the inter-domain correlations determined by pct~.
To proceed with the calculation of (FDB)kI~ we ct, must now tackle the previously mentioned correlation problem: despite the decoupling of the domain lengths vct (n) from the domain transfer probabilities pct~ the domain-boundary (domain-distance) term FDB is heavily correlated with all possible domains lying between the first and the last domain in the domain-domain term FDD. It is because of this correlation that the domain-domain term FDD and the domain-distance term FDB cannot be averaged independently (see Lemma 2 of the Appendix). In the work of Houston & Park (1970 , 1971 this correlation has been neglected -a simplification that in general is not allowed.
We now give the correct calculation of the averaged domain-boundary factor (FDB)lct. The method we use is based on the following idea. Mapping (FDB(1))lct to (FDs(I-1))[ct gives the same correlation ot' ct'
problem with a reduced/. If we therefore iterate that mapping procedure we will finally arrive at the trivial case l= 1 for which the domains are neighbours. Then, of course, we totally get rid of the constraint I ct -because the origin of two neighbouring domains ct, is simply shifted by the length of one of the domains. As shown in detail in Lemma 3 of the Appendix, the final result from this idea can be brought into the recursion formula (l -> 1) (Foa(m, n, o~, a', l; k))kl~ We have now solved the domain-disordering problem quite generally. With (2.10) and (2.11) we have obtained a partly closed-form, partly recursive expression for the diffracted intensity of an arbitrary one-dimensionally disordered three-dimensional domain structure. Comparing (2.10) and (2.11) with the matrixmethod solution (1.9), we see that the price of domain statistics -compared to cell statistics -is a more complicated result. Instead of the single recursive equations (1.6)/(1.7) we now get a double recursive solution (2.10)/(2.11).
Let us now discuss our solution, for one particular limiting case: a pure cell disorder, which means that all domains have unit length. Then introducing (with suppressed k)
p" s,(1)=Pss,(l)FoB(m, n, a, a', l)
(2.12) ran we first get from (2.11), because Vs(n)= 81,n,
p' ,(l)=~,p" ,(l-1)P~,s,(1),
which has the form of a matrix multiplication. Inserted in (2.10), the diffracted intensity I can now be simplified to give (k suppressed) 
I= ~, ps Y. v,~(m)v,~,(n) F~,F*,

ors' mn x FDD(m, n, a, or') ~, p" ,,,(l) i mn
= E p,, F,, F*, FI, D(1, 1, ,~, o,') E P'~,,(I)
Discussion: domain disordering
We now discuss some examples of domain disordering where the MM is not well suited to describe the reflection profiles. Cases of disordered crystal surfaces will be mentioned since we will later apply the method to such problems. The method may also be applied to bulk crystals with planar faults. As an initial example we consider a surface endowed with an atomic step structure. Monoatomic, biatomic, triatomic etc. steps may occur simultaneously on the surface. Multiple-height steps of up to three or four layers have been reported from many surface systems with various methods (STM, LEED, RHEED). Biatomic steps have been observed in the Si (001) surface (Aspnes & Ihm, 1986; Wierenga, Kubby & Gritfith, 1987) , where they dominate over monoatomic steps if a critical tilt angle of about 2.5-5 ° is exceeded. Steps of larger height are also frequently observed. They are intimately related with surface roughening and adsorbate growth mechanisms. Adsorbate-induced faceting is also observed in many surfaces (see, for example, Boulliard & Sotto, 1986; Barthes-Labrousse, 1986) .
Apart from step-terrace and facet structures, a number of other types of domain structures may occurboth on surfaces and in the bulk. Here we only give two examples: the recent discovery of long-range correlations in the low-coverage O/Cu(ll0)- (2x 1) structure (Kern et al., 1991) and the observation of long-range step-step correlations on a well oriented Si(100) surface by high-resolution X-ray grazingincidence diffraction (Renaud, Fuoss, Bevk & Freer, 1992) .
For many such kinds of domain disordering a model description by the MM is not possible in practice since the correlation matrix becomes extremely large. The reduction of a huge matrix with a large number of disorder parameters to a small number of reasonable physical quantities is not only a tedious procedure but also in many cases is not unique. In the case of longer correlations, the disorder problem is therefore more appropriately solved by introducing domains instead of cells and calculating the Patterson function from its distributions (the DMM).
If we compare the new result [(2.10), (2.11)] with the MM (1.9), the missing analyticity in the solution of the DMM is, of course, a clear disadvantage. We believe, however, that this disadvantage is more than compensated for by both the gain of a more general model and the elimination of the matrix inflation problem. The big advantage of the DMM is that long domains can be calculated as easily as short ones. By a suitable choice of the domains, there is no problem of a matrix inflation in the DMM.
A number of additional remarks may be made. The first is related to Adlhart's model. In this model (Adlhart, 1981) , a quite general (periodic) domain sequence is considered that allows a kinematical exact and analytical solution in terms of a geometrical series. Du~ to the assumed periodic stacking, however, all domains are equally probable in this model -an unrealistic assumption for structures with elements of differing probabilities. Furthermore, the averaging over domains becomes difficult in Adlhart's model if there are more than two domain types. The DMM, in contrast, is not plagued by these problems. It also allows the description of structures with elements of differing probabilities and is thus a generalization from Adlhart's cyclic model to a not necessarily cyclic one.
Secondly, we have restricted ourselves to kinematical theory. This is suitable for X-ray and neutron diffraction.
For electron diffraction (LEED, RHEED), multiple-scattering processes arise and a kinematic evaluation of intensities is generally not possible. In the case of LEED, however, multiple scattering is short ranged and the DMM can be used to simulate multiple-scattering processes since it allows the introduction of fringes at domain bound: aries differing in scattering factor.
A third point concerns convergence problems. In practice no problems arise. Except at the Bragg points, the sums in the DMM converge rapidlyespecially if they are convoluted with a response function to respect instrumental broadening. This convolution, when included in a computer program, has the effect of introducing a damping term in the recursion equation (2.11) and thus guarantees the numerical stability of our algorithm.
Applications to surfaces: steps and facets
We now describe some applications of the DMM. For a rough (100) surface and for different types of roughness (see Fig. 2 ) we have calculated some In Fig. 3 , a partially faceted surface has been simulated according to the hill and valley structures sketched in Fig. 2 . The existence of such types of surface structures has recently been demonstrated for the thermally roughened Ag(ll0) face (Robinson, Vlieg, Hornis & Conrad, 1991) , which undergoes a roughening transition at an elevated temperature ( TR ----790 K). As a result, a characteristic and diffraction-condition-dependent shifting of satellites occurs, superposed on the specularly diffracted beam (Fig. 3) . 4 shows two profiles of Fig. 3(b) after convolution with a Gaussian resolution function of FWHM = 0.05 rec. units. The diffraction conditions are L= 0.1, close to the in-phase condition, and L= 0.4, close to the out-of-phase condition. (At the inphase condition, neighbouring terraces scatter with a phase difference of 27r; at the out-of-phase condition, with 7r.) As an effect of the instrumental broadening, the profiles now look asymmetric although the exact interpretation would be a superposition of two translated symmetrical profiles. With that calculation, we caution against a simple 'symmetric' or 'asymmetric' interpretation of an experimental diffraction profile. A truly asymmetric profile in general is not distinct from a superposition of several symmetric profiles.
In Fig. 5 the influence of the type of the terrace distribution function on the out-of-phase profile (L = 0.5) of a step-terrace structure is shown. Due to an antiphase relation across the steps, the profiles split into resolved parts if one terrace length dominates all the others [ an eigenvalue 1 in P', see § 1) is here due to the missing higher atomic steps in the model, which generates a long-range phase correlation along the surface.
>--t./3 0 z ~. In Fig. 6 the influence of the width of the terrace distribution function is shown. A relatively sharp distribution [ Fig. 6(a) , Gaussian distribution with a small variance] gives more pronounced satellites than a broader one [Fig. 6(b) , Gaussian distribution with a large variance].
From Figs. 5 and 6 we see that not only some details but even the number and form of the satellites depend on the assumed type and width' of the distribution function.
Proof. By direct calculation we get (F(nk, or, Ot') 
=~, v~,(n)F(n, t~, a').
n With Lemma 1 (2.8a) now follows directly from (2.7a).
Concluding remarks
We have developed a new profile-calculation scheme for domain structures with one direction of disorder. The method is more general than the matrix method although it reduces to it in the simple case of a cell statistic. A general description for the influence of the length distribution and the domain type stacking on the diffracted intensity has been gained. We have also demonstrated the advantages of the new method with some examples of surface problems. A large numbeFof domain structures can be studied with our model.
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APPENDIX
We prove three lemmas concerned with the statistical averaging of random variables. Lemma I explains the step from (2.7) to (2.8) in § 2. Lemma 2 demonstrates why the domain-domain and the domain-boundary term in (2.10) cannot be averaged independently and together with Lemma 3 we get the proof of the recursion equation (2.11).
Lemma 1 (Averaging F subject to constraints) Let F be a function of a and a' and additionally of some discrete random variables nk, nk±l, . . . , nk± t with the respective density functions p(nk±i = n), i {0,..., /}, n e N. The density functions p(nk±i = n) will depend -according to the sumsumption function f:k~a-only on the types a and not on the k's themselves, i.e. for f(k+ i) = a it is p(nk±i = n) = v~(n) independent ofk and i. Then (with I,, := I k-,~ ) the expectation of F is ,~, k±l~a' (F(nk, a,a'))k[,., =Y~ v~,(n)F(n, ol, a'). (A.1) or' I'! Lemma 2 (Averaging F * G subject to constraints) Let F and G be functions of a and a' and additionally of some discrete random variables nk, nk±l,..., nk±t with the respective density functions p(nk±i = n), i 6 {0,..., /}, n E N. As in Lemma 1 the density functions p(nk±i=n) will dependaccording to the sumsumption function f:ka -only on types, i.e. for f(k+i)=ot it is p(nk±~ = n)= v,~(n) independent of k and i. Then multiplication) the expectation of F * G is G(nk, nk±~,...,nk±t, Ot, Ot') )k [,,.n~=,, • (3.2) ta .nk ~l=ll
Proof.
Step by step and respecting all constraints we get ZO Zl x F(Zo, zt, a, or') * G(Zo, Zl,..., zt, a, ot') [~p(nk=m) [,~p(nk+i=n)l,~ F(m,n, ot, a')] or ' or' zI-I or' or' x G( m, zl... z,_,, n, a, a' )l:, ] , v,,,(m)v,~,(n)F(m, n, a, od) For the verification of (2.11) we need a third lemma.
Lemma 3 (Reduction of higher-order correlations; generalized Bayes' theorem) For the set of higher-order correlation functions defined below we have (for nonvanishing denominators) stands for the probability, subject to the set of constraints f (k+lO=al,...,f(k+l,,_O=a,,_~ , for finding type a at a distance of l domains from the (arbitrarily chosen) domain k of type ao (n-point correlation).
There is also the following alternative representation: ! ;11...! n t) means the probability, subject to f(k+ l,,)= a,,, for finding the combination of types (t~1,... , a,-1) at distances (11,..., 1,-1) from the (arbitrarily chosen) domain k of type ao. From both representations we can derive all higherorder correlation terms recursively. To this aim we use (2) and (2') and set/2 = l, Ii = l-1. We get p _!-1 .,.(t-l.t) l (1;1-1) ~P~v V,~v;~' =P~P,~'P-~';v and thus (A4.a).
Analogously it follows from (3) and (3'), setting 13 = l,/2 = 1-1, lz = l-2, that 1--2 _(1-2;!-1)
,~(1-2,1-1;!) __ --_! _(1;!-2,1-1) P~PavlVaVl;V2 VaVty2;~' --WV~a'Vaa';V, V2 and thus (A4.b).
Iterating the procedure we finally get all conditional probabilities constrained to type combinations in terms of conditional probabilities constrained to one type only. We have thus shown the general recursive evaluability of all higher-order domain correlations in terms of the two-point functions. This finishes the proof by complete induction.
With Lemma 3 it is clear that only the one-type fixed probabilities = n (1-"+1"''1-1;1) for all n, l ~ N (A.5) PA (n,l) r,~l ..... ;v are necessary for the calculation of all higher-order correlations in the term (FDB)kI~' of (2.10).
The important observation is now that we can obtain the PA(n, l) directly from the transfer matrix P~t3. In the most simple case -which we have assumed in (2.11)-of only next-neighbour domain interactions we get: and combined with (A.6) we obtain the reduction formula (2.11) that we wanted to prove.
